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1. Introduction 

At Downs Infant School we understand that a high-quality computing education equips 

children to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the 

world. The New Computing curriculum has deep links with mathematics, science and 

design and technology.  

The core of computing is computer science, in which children are taught the principles 

of information and computation, how digital systems work and how to put this 

knowledge to use through programming. By building on this knowledge and 

understanding, children are equipped to use information technology to create 

programs, systems and a range of content.  

Computing also ensures that children become digitally literate – able to use, and 

express themselves and develop their ideas through, information and communication 

technology as active participants in a digital world.  

Computing also ensures that children become digitally literate, so that they not only 

use information and communication technology but also express themselves and develop 
their ideas through being active participants in the digital world.  

Computational thinking involves looking at problems and systems in such a way that 

children make good use of computer systems to help solve or understand them. 

Although much of computational thinking can be developed away from the computer, 

the best route to developing skills and understanding is for the pupils to have the 

experience of writing useful, interesting programs themselves. At Downs Infants this 

creativity is seen as a crucial element of children’s computing education.  

2. Aims 

The National Curriculum for Computing aims to ensure that all pupils: 

• can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer 

science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation 

 

• can analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical 

experience of writing computer programs in order to solve such problems 

 

• can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar 

technologies, analytically to solve problems 

 

• are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and 

communication technology. 

 

 

 



3. Attainment Targets 

By the end of each key stage, pupils are expected to know, apply and understand the 

knowledge, skills and processes specified in the relevant programme of study. 

 

In Key stage 1 pupils should be taught to:  

 

• understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on 

digital devices; and that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous 

instructions 

• create and debug simple programs 

• use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs 

• use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve 

digital content 

• recognise common uses of information technology beyond school 

• use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; 

identify where to go for help and support when they have concerns about 

content or contact on the internet or other online technologies. 

 
4. Planning and Progression of Computing 

Children at Downs Infant School have regular exciting, enjoyable and challenging 

opportunities to use Computing to safely access, support and enhance their learning.  

To support this work we use the highly acclaimed ‘Switched on Computing’ scheme of 

work by Rising Stars. This covers the whole breadth of the new Computing Curriculum 

(i.e. computer science, information technology and digital literacy) and offers six 

creative and flexible units for each year group covering: 

• Programming  

• Computational thinking  

• Creativity  

• Computer networks  

• Communication and collaboration  

• Productivity  

 

Furthermore, it delivers continuity and clear progression of skills from Early Years 

Foundation Stage (EYFS) to Year 2 and embeds E-Safety to ensure safe and 

responsible use of technology (see e-safety policy).  

For an overview of the termly topics see appendix.  

5. Differentiation 

Differentiation should be achieved through both differentiated activities and 

intended outcomes. For example, children who are progressing rapidly are encouraged 

to extend their Computing experiences through use of more challenging tasks to 

provide depth of experience. Children who are less confident with Computing are 



provided with more suitable challenges, using resources which focus on particular areas 

of learning or are given the opportunity to repeat or consolidate learning, with 

additional adult support if appropriate. 

 

6. Assessment and Reporting 

When assessing computing, we believe it’s important to look for evidence of knowledge 

and understanding as well as technical skills. Children are asked about what they have 

learned as well as showing the work they have completed, which provides us with 

important evidence of their learning.  

 

Assessments are carried out by the teacher based on class assessments, children’s 

own self- assessments, examples of work and achievements in tasks, and these 

elements are combined to give evidence of progression and attainment. Teachers may 

record videos or screenshots of pupils as they discuss their work, explaining what they 

have done and, more importantly, how they’ve done it.  Teacher assessments of 

computing capabilities are reported to parents/ carers at consultation meetings and at 

the end of each academic year in written reports.   

 

7. Cross Curricular Links 

Although Computing is taught as a discrete subject using the ICT suite, iPads, 

classroom PCs and other hardware, computational thinking (such as looking at 

algorithms and decomposing problems into smaller steps), creativity and digital literacy 

are now at the heart of the curriculum. Therefore there’s plenty of scope for using 

other subject areas to ensure these skills are integrated across the curriculum.  

 

8. Equalities  

We provide Computing opportunities to all our children, regardless of their ability, 

disability, gender, race, age or economic circumstances. We aim to develop a culture of 

inclusion and diversity in the teaching of Computing as we do in all curriculum areas.  

We take opportunities to raise awareness of cultural diversities through planning and 

resources e.g. using internet resources to raise awareness of cultures and festivals 

around the world.   

 
9. Children with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities 

The Computing Curriculum is made accessible to all learners through the use of 

adapted hardware and software. Children with Special Educational Needs and 

Disabilities have access to a range of specialist resources according to their individual 

needs e.g. tracker ball or an adapted keyboard. Software packages, such as Writing 

with Symbols, are used to support children’s learning across the curriculum. Teachers 

will differentiate the Computing Curriculum to ensure access for all children. 

 
10. Safeguarding 

We follow Safeguarding procedures, advice and guidelines as laid down by the local 

Children’s Safeguarding Board. 



Brighton and Hove have a very sophisticated ‘firewall’ which prevents children 

accessing unsuitable material on the internet. Access to the internet is always 

supervised by a member of staff familiar with the planning. We teach the children 

about E-safety as part of the Computing Curriculum and they are routinely reminded 

not to access unfamiliar sites  

Children do not have personal passwords to access the school website or network.   

 

11. Facilities and Resources 

At Downs Infant School we use a range of resources to support the teaching and 

learning of Computing. As well as PCs in the ICT suite, we have a set of iPads for class 

and individual use, control devices, such as BeeBots, digital cameras and voice 

recorders and CD players in each classroom. 

Our website is also being developed to support learning at home through topic/subject 

related activities. In addition, it gives parents/carers access to newsletters, dates, 

Governor and OFSTED reports and link sites (FODIS).  

 

12. Staff development and Training 

At Downs Infant School, our aim is to develop a highly skilled team which shares new 

ideas and skills to support children in their learning. The staff has opportunities to 

attend whole school training regularly.  

 

13. Role of the Computing Leader 

It is the Computing co-ordinator’s role to offer advice, share knowledge and support 

staff with Computing. However, all staff are encouraged to share their skills and 

experiences with members of the team. We also have access to a school IT technician 

who visits the school once a week to support staff with technical problems and to 

install software to our system.  

 

The Computing leader is responsible for  

• the monitoring of standards of Computing 

• keeping the Scheme of Work under review and promoting continuity and 

progression in Computing 

• ensuring resources are appropriate to deliver the scheme of work 

• liaising with other subject leaders over cross curricular links 

• keeping up to date with developments in Computing.  

The Computing leader also works with the Bursar to ensure that the website is kept up 

to date and supports staff with their website updates.  
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